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Topics

1. Game breeding and management
1. Diseases of game and health care
1. Game genetics and conservation of wildlife
1. Biology and ecology of wildlife
1. Other related topics
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University of Zagreb, Faculty of Forestry, Croatia

Wildlife and Game Management Scientific Society "GAMEST"
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GAMEST is a NGO, voluntary, non-profit, professional, scientific, independent, society that is established for the world wide.

The objectives of the Association are improving research, organization of educational contents and publication of research results in disciplines of:

- production, breeding, care and use of wildlife,
- sustainable management of wildlife co-existence of wildlife and humans,
- synchronizing protection of conservation and sustainable management of wildlife,
- monitoring wildlife health safety,
- wildlife genetics.
The President of Wildlife and Game Management Scientific Society "GAMEST"

PhD Nevena Veličković, assistant professor
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